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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Poetry for a winter night. On Watching Snow
Falling is a spectacular series of Haiku poetry written in the winters of 2011 - 2014 by Rebecca Anne
Banks. The Haiku poetry is profound and uplifting, celebrates the season of winter and nature,
juxtaposes contrasting images and captures the imagine of the possibility of peace in a snow filled
backyard in a quiet French village in Quebec . . . the fresh cut of the first read is spellbinding and this
New Age play on the ancient Haiku tradition is entwined with the passion of the heart, blue and sky.
Haiku poetry is traditional Japanese poetry made popular in the 17th century by the grandmaster
of Haiku poetry, Basho, who was fully celebrated and recognized by the Imperial government and
the Buddhist religious 100 years after his death. Before Basho redefined Haiku it was a playful
game, in Japanese hai means amusement and ku means verse. There are many rules of traditional
Haiku; the Haiku poem is simple, yet profound - a few short sentences in a profoundly...
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Reviews
A brand new eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am happy to let you know that this is the
greatest ebook i have go through within my very own daily life and can be he best book for at any time.
-- Lea nne Cr emin
Very useful to any or all group of folks. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser
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